
Committee Comment No. 601-NFPA 70-2015 [ Section No. 300.4 [Excluding any

Sub-Sections] ]

This was a Second Revision that failed ballot.

Where subject to physical damage, conductors, raceways, and cables shall be protected.

Informational note: Minor damage to a raceway, cable armor or cable insulation does not necessarily violate
the integrity of either the contained conductors or the conductors’ insulation.

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: CMP 3

Organization: [ Not Specified ]

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Mon Nov 02 11:49:07 EST 2015

Committee Statement

Committee
Statement:

 The informational note provides guidance to an electrical inspector that minor (superficial) damage to
the jacket of a cable is not an issue. The first sentence of the proposed informational note is
unnecessary since it states the obvious that physical damage doesn’t just occur from normal building
operation.

Response
Message:

Public Comment No. 1028-NFPA 70-2015 [Section No. 300.4 [Excluding any Sub-Sections]]

Ballot Results

 This item has failed ballot

15  Eligible Voters

0  Not Returned

6  Negative with Comments

9  Affirmative All

0  Affirmative with Comments

0  Abstention

Negative with Comment

Brewer, Larry G.

 Any damaged cable needs to be changed

Casparro, Paul J.

 This informational Note does not provide useful guidance and is "making an interpretation" which is in violation of the
NEC Style Manual, Section 3.1.3. It is not possible to visually determine the integrity of the conductors when the
metallic or nonmetallic jacket is damaged. "Minor" damage is not defined and the AHJ already has permission to
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make a determination per NEC 90.4

Corbin, Adam D.

 This Informational Note does not provide useful guidance and is "making an interpretation" which is in violation of the
NEC Style Manual, Section3.1.3. It is not possible to visually determine the integrity of the conductors when the
metallic or nonmetallic jacket is damaged. "Minor damage is not defined and the AHJ already has permission to make
a determination per NEC 90.4. This situation must be determined on a case-by-case situation. "Minor damage" is not
defined and is open to wide interpretation.

Keden, Ray R.

 This Informational Note does not provide useful guidance and is "making an interpretation" which is in violation of the
NEC Style Manual, Section3.1.3. It is not possible to visually determine the integrity of the conductors when the
metallic or nonmetallic jacket is damaged. "Minor damage is not defined and the AHJ already has permission to make
a determination per NEC 90.4. This situation must be determined on a case-by-case situation. "Minor damage" is not
defined and is open to wide interpretation

Pace, David A.

 The term "minor damage" is not a defined term and is open to broad interpretation. The AHJ already has the
authority to made a determination whether or not external damage may affect the conductors within. This is not
necessary and will cause confusion.

Straniero, George A.

 This Informational Note does not provide useful guidance. It is difficult to visually determine the integrity of the
conductors when the metallic or nonmetallic jacket is damaged.

Affirmative All

Bassett, Douglas P.

Brunner, William A.

Burlison, Steven D.

Clary, Shane M.

Mills, T. David

Owen, Steven J.

Scearce, Susan Newman

Sleights, John E.

Stene, Susan L.
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Committee Comment No. 1222-NFPA 70-2015 [ Section No. 250.120(B) ]

This was a Second Revision that failed ballot.

(B)  Aluminum and Copper-Clad Aluminum Conductors.

Equipment grounding conductors of bare, covered, or insulated aluminum or copper-clad aluminum shall be
permitted. Bare comply with the following:

(1) Bare or covered conductors shall not come be installed where subject to corrosive conditions or be
installed in direct contact with masonry or the earth or where subject to corrosive conditions. .

(2) Terminations made within listed enclosures identified for outdoor use shall be permitted within 450 mm
(18 in.) of the earth.

(3) Aluminum or copper-clad aluminum conductors external to buildings or enclosures shall not be
terminated within 450 mm (18 in.) of the earth, unless the termination method is insulated. The termination
shall be listed as a sealed wire-connector system. Terminations made within listed enclosures suitable for
outdoor use shall be permitted within 18 in. of the earth.

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: CMP 5

Organization: [ Not Specified ]

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Tue Nov 10 14:17:32 EST 2015

Committee Statement

Committee
Statement:

 Revisions were made to add covered conductors to provide requirements for their use. The revisions
clarify the use of sealed wire connector systems and outdoor enclosures. The text is rewritten in list
format to improve clarity.

Response
Message:

Public Comment No. 679-NFPA 70-2015 [Section No. 250.120(B)]

Public Comment No. 791-NFPA 70-2015 [Section No. 250.120(B)]

Public Comment No. 1663-NFPA 70-2015 [Section No. 250.120(B)]

Public Comment No. 1781-NFPA 70-2015 [Section No. 250.120(B)]

Ballot Results

 This item has failed ballot

17  Eligible Voters

0  Not Returned

14  Negative with Comments

2  Affirmative All
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1  Affirmative with Comments

0  Abstention

Negative with Comment

Abernathy, Paul W.

 “Covered” should not be included in 250.120 (B)(1), since the encasing material protects the conductor when in
contact with the earth or masonry. This requirement was added without adequate substantiation, and is in direct
conflict with decades of field experience. For example, utility style underground conductors are considered “covered”
by the NEC, and yet we know they can operate for decades without issue when direct buried. Additionally, in item 3,
does “unless insulated” mean that the conductor has to be insulated, or the connection?

Beckstrand, Gary A.

 “Covered” should not be included in 250.120 (B)(1), since the encasing material protects the conductor when in
contact with the earth or masonry. This requirement was added without adequate substantiation, and is in direct
conflict with decades of field experience. For example, utility style underground conductors are considered “covered”
by the NEC, and yet we know they can operate for decades without issue when direct buried. In item 3, does “unless
insulated” mean that the conductor has to be insulated, or the connection?

Bowmer, Trevor N.

 After further review of the SR-1222 text and ballot comments, this SR-1222 should be rejected because the
“covered” conductor language was added without adequate substantiation. In addition, within the proposed
250.120(B)(3), the phrase “unless insulated” is unclear as to if it refers to the conductor having to be insulated, or the
connection. Such language in the new 250.120(B)(3) would unfairly preclude covered conductors from use. Therefore
SR-1222 should be rejected and the first revision language shown in FR-1235 for 250.120(B) be accepted.

Brett, Jr., Martin J.

 "Adding covered conductors to the restriction for aluminum conductors in this second revision was done without
adequate technical substantiation or review. Covered conductors could be protected from corrosion, the purpose of
the restriction, as well as insulated conductors. The substantiation for the public comment that was the basis for this
Second Revision is valid. Therefore, the final language should revert back to the 2014 version and new public inputs
on the subject considered for the 2020 edition."

Dobrowsky, Paul

 There was no substantiation to prohibit covered conductors from being installed within 18 inches of or directly buried
in the earth.

Harding, Joseph

 Adding covered conductors to the restrictions for aluminum conductors in this second revision was done without
adequate technical substantiation and without proper public review. The language should revert back to the 2014 text.

Harding, G. Scott

 Adequate technical substantiation was not provided to restrict the use of aluminum conductors in this revision.
Further, there is valid substantiation in Public Comments 679 and 791.Therefore, the best solution is to have the final
language revert back to the 2014 version of the NEC.

Mello, Charles F.

 The inclusion of "covered" in the new list item (1) adds restrictions in use of covered conductors without technical
substation. To not lose the work completed by the panel, the text should revert back to the corrected First Revision
text as balloted by the panel as follows: (B) Aluminum and Copper-Clad Aluminum Conductors. Equipment grounding
conductors of bare or insulated aluminum or copperclad aluminum shall be permitted. Bare, covered or insulated
conductors shall not come in direct contact with masonry or the earth or where subject to corrosive conditions.
Aluminum or copper-clad aluminum conductors shall not be terminated within 450 mm (18 in.) of the earth, unless the
termination method is listed as a sealed wire-connector system. Terminations made within listed enclosures suitable
for outdoor use shall be permitted within 18 inches of the earth.

O'Meara, Mike

 Adding covered conductors to the restrictions for aluminum conductors in this second revision was done without
adequate technical substantiation and without proper public review. The committee did not intend to additionally
restrict covered conductors. The language should revert back to the 2014 text.
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Palmieri, Charles J.

 I am voting negative on this SR the requirement in (3) which only allows an insulated conductor to be terminated
within 18” of earth by means of a listed sealed wire-connector restricts the use of bare and or covered conductors.
This was not consistent with the language of FR 1235. That language was acceptable to the panel without expression
of concern. The exclusion of bare and covered conductors in (3) was not fully debated.

Philips, Nathan

 SR 1222 adds restrictions to the use of covered conductors without adequate technical substantiation or review.
Field experience has demonstrated that covered conductors are protected from corrosion as are insulated
conductors. Clarifying the requirements for protection from corrosion was the purpose of this revision and the First
Revision it was based on. Because the substantiation in Public Comments 679 and 791 that were the basis for this
Second Revision is valid, reverting to the First Revision would introduce an error in the Code. The final language
should revert back to the 2014 edition.

Porter, Christine T.

 The previous edition allowed insulated or covered aluminum or copper-clad aluminum conductors to be used where
in contact with masonry or earth by default as it only prohibited the use of bare aluminum or copper-clad aluminum
conductors where subject to corrosive conditions or in direct contact with masonry or earth. Putting the requirements
into a list format has changed the requirements. The previous edition limited terminations of aluminum within 18" of
the earth. This revision should have clarified that aluminum conductors may be terminated within 18" of earth only
when that termination is inside a listed enclosure or when terminated with a listed - sealed fitting in accordance with
the installation instructions.

Sasso, Nick

 Agree with the other panel members who voted negative. Also, the "termination shall be listed as a sealed
wire-connector system" is ambiguous and not clear in meaning. Is this "termination" something that is built into the
enclosure? How can a "termination" be listed..? Poorly worded.

Steinman, Gregory J.

 “Covered” should not be included in 250.120 (B)(1), since the encasing material protects the conductor when in
contact with the earth or masonry. This requirement was added without adequate substantiation, and is in direct
conflict with decades of field experience. For example, utility style underground conductors are considered “covered”
by the NEC, and yet we know they can operate for decades without issue when direct buried. In item 3, does “unless
insulated” mean that the conductor has to be insulated, or the connection? This should be rejected and returned to
the first revision language

Affirmative All

Helfrich, William J.

Mohla, Daleep C.

Affirmative with Comment

Simmons, Phil

 The action by CMP-5 to include "covered" conductors does not introduce a new concept nor is it improper. The
definition of "Covered Conductors" has been in Article 100 for decades. it reads, "A conductor encased within material
of composition or thickness that is not recognized by this Code as electrical insulation." Covering can consist of most
anything including paper and provides no assurance that it provides any protection for a conductor that is in contact
with the earth or masonry. So, covered conductors should be treated as bare. Bare conductors have been included in
this section for many years. As covered and discussed at length by the Panel, Sealed Wire Connector Systems are
covered in UL ZMWQ. These systems are intended for only insulated conductors. The UL Guide information includes
the following, "Sealed wire-connector systems are intended for use with Types USE, RHW, XHHW, RW90 EP, RW90
XLPE or TWU, 30 AWG through 2000 kcmil copper or aluminum conductors with currents not exceeding the ampacity
of insulated conductors rated either 75 or 90°C and intended for use at 600 V or less." If the ballot on this revision
fails, this text cannot go back to that accepted at the First Revision meeting as it allows bare conductors in Sealed
Wire Connection Systems. No documentation was provided for the reference in the voting statements to covered
conductors being operated satisfactorily by electric utilities. Really?! Electric utilities are not about to directly bury
power conductors that do not have a proven and reliable insulation system.
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Committee Comment No. 3006-NFPA 70-2015 [ Section No. 430.22(G) ]

This was a Second Revision that failed ballot.

See attached word document [430.22 (G) _3006_CD]

(G) Conductors for Small Motors.

Conductors for small motors shall not be smaller than 14 AWG unless otherwise permitted in 430.22(G)(1) or
(G)(2).

(1)  18 AWG Copper.

Where installed in a cabinet or enclosure, 18 AWG individual copper conductors, copper conductors that are
part of a jacketed multiconductor cable assembly, or copper conductors in a flexible cord shall be permitted,
under either of the following sets of conditions:

(1) The circuit supplies a motor with a full-load current rating, as determined by 430.6(A)(1) , of greater than
3.5 amperes, and less than or equal to 5 amperes, and all the following conditions are met:

(2)  The circuit is protected in accordance with 430.52 .

(3)  The circuit is provided with maximum Class 10 or Class 10A overload protection in accordance
with 430.32 .

(4)  Overcurrent protection is provided in accordance with 240.4(D)(1)(2) .

(5) The circuit supplies a motor with a full-load current rating, as determined by 430.6(A)(1) , of 3.5 amperes
or less, and all the following conditions are met:

(6)  The circuit is protected in accordance with 430.52 .

(7)  The circuit is provided with maximum Class 20 overload protection in accordance with 430.32 2.

(8)  Overcurrent protection is provided in accordance with 240.4(D)(1)(2) .

(2)  16 AWG Copper.

Where installed in a cabinet or enclosure, 16 AWG individual copper conductors, copper conductors that are
part of a jacketed multiconductor cable assembly, or copper conductors in a flexible cord shall be permitted
under either of the following sets of conditions:

(1) The circuit supplies a motor with a full-load current rating, as determined by 430.6(A)(1) , of greater than
5.5 amperes, and less than or equal to 8 amperes, and all the following conditions are met:

(2)  The circuit is protected in accordance with 430.52 .

(3)  The circuit is provided with maximum Class 10 or Class 10A overload protection in accordance
with 430.32 .

(4)  Overcurrent protection is provided in accordance with 240.4(D)(2)(2) .

(5) The circuit supplies a motor with a full-load current rating, as determined by 430.6(A)(1) , of 5.5 amperes
or less, and all the following conditions are met:

(6)  The circuit is protected in accordance with 430.52 .

(7)  The circuit is provided with maximum Class 20 overload protection in accordance with 430.32 .

(8)  Overcurrent protection is provided in accordance with 240.4(D)(2)(2) .

Supplemental Information
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File Name Description

430.22_G_3006_CD.docx Revision to section 430.22(G). 

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: CMP 11

Organization: [ Not Specified ]

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Thu Nov 05 15:00:34 EST 2015

Committee Statement

Committee
Statement:

 Installation concerns regarding potential damage to multiconductor cables and cords leaving the
enclosure are adequately addressed in the construction specifications, wiring methods, and
restrictions in Chapters 3 and 4. See attached word document 430.22(G)_3006_CD.

Response
Message:

Public Comment No. 834-NFPA 70-2015 [Section No. 430.22(G)]

Ballot Results

 This item has failed ballot

15  Eligible Voters

0  Not Returned

7  Negative with Comments

8  Affirmative All

0  Affirmative with Comments

0  Abstention

Negative with Comment

Folz, Stanley J.

 By making this change the phrase 'Where installed in a cabinet or enclosure' is deleted. This will extend the use of
#16 AWG and #18 AWG branch circuit wiring to motors. The length of these conductor was not restricted in any way
which could lead to their installation in raceways of unlimited length. No substantiation was given in regard to this type
of application.

Guidry, Paul E.

 I don't see a safety issue with allowing #16 and #18 AWG conductors to be installed outside of an enclosure since
they'll have to be installed with a Chapter 3 wiring method and an overcurrent protection device to protect the
conductors. However, as a matter of principle, I don't believe the CMP should be changing the Code without a valid
Public Input or substantiation.

Ockuly, George J.

 Public Comment 834 did not request that individual 16 and 18 AWG conductors be permitted outside the cabinet.
Utilization of these smaller conductors outside the cabinet needs to be further analyzed. While the short-circuit and
overload protection of 16 and 18 AWG conductors is adequately covered, the mechanical protection for these small
individual conductors was not addressed. Further investigation and technical substantiation will be required if
individual 16 and 18 AWG conductors are to be permitted for use as general branch circuit wiring to verify mechanical
integrity.
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Smith, III, Arthur J.

 The IEEE agrees that the Panel inadvertently went beyond what was requested by NEMA in PC 834. Doing so
opens the possibility for 16 and 18 AWG conductors to be pulled through unlimited lengths of conduit, creating
situations where the tensile strength of the conductors may be exceeded.

Thompson, John M.

 Where installed in a cabinet or enclosure, should not have been deleted.

Wall, Carl Timothy

 The panel went beyond the request of the submitter of PC834 without justification. The submitter of PC834 did not
request deletion of the requirement that 18 and 16 AWG single conductors be limited to those in a cabinet or
enclosure. The deletion of “Where installed in a cabinet or enclosure,” will allow the use of 18 AWG and 16 AWG for
branch circuit wiring to motors; this would conflict with the requirements in 310.106 limiting branch circuit wiring to 14
AWG and larger. The Panel (Committee) statement did not address the logic for deletion of this requirement for the
conductors to be within a cabinet or enclosure.

Wright, James R.

 This should be reversed. The deletion of “Where installed in a cabinet or enclosure,” will allow the use of 18 AWG
and 16 AWG for branch circuit wiring to motors, and no substantiation was submitted to relax the requirements in
310.106 limiting branch circuit wiring to 14 AWG and larger. NEMA PC 834 did not request deletion of the
requirement that 18 and 16 AWG single conductors be limited to use in a cabinet or enclosure. The proposal
submitted mirrored the requirements found in NFPA 79, which limits the use of single conductor 18 and 16 AWG for
use only in cabinets or enclosures.

Affirmative All

Bas, Luis M.

Cole, Terry D.

Cosic, Zivorad

Fahey, Robert G.

Fahey, James M.

Neubauer, Arthur S.

Powell, Charles L.

Widup, Ron
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Committee Comment No. 319-NFPA 70-2015 [ Section No. 
210.12(A) ]  

This was a Second Revision that failed ballot. 

(A)   Dwelling Units.  

All 120-volt, single-phase, 15- and 20-ampere branch circuits supplying outlets or devices 
installed indwelling units shall be protected by any of the means described in 210.12(A)(1) 
through (6):  

(1)    A listed combination-type arc-fault circuit interrupter, installed to provide protection of the 
entire branch circuit  

(2)    A listed branch/feeder-type AFCI installed at the origin of the branch circuit in combination 
with a listed outlet branch-circuit-type arc-fault circuit interrupter installed at the first outlet 
box on the branch circuit. The first outlet box in the branch circuit shall be marked to indicate 
that it is the first outlet of the circuit.  

(3)    A listed supplemental arc protection circuit breaker installed at the origin of the branch circuit 
in combination with a listed outlet branch-circuit-type arc-fault circuit interrupter installed at 
the first outlet box on the branch circuit where all of the following conditions are met:  

a.    The branch-circuit wiring shall be continuous from the branch-circuit overcurrent device 
to the outlet branch-circuit arc-fault circuit interrupter.  

b.    The maximum length of the branch-circuit wiring from the branch-circuit overcurrent 
device to the first outlet shall not exceed 15.2 m (50 ft) for a 14 AWG conductor or 
21.3 m (70 ft) for a 12 AWG conductor.  

c.    The first outlet box in the branch circuit shall be marked to indicate that it is the first 
outlet of the circuit.  

(4)    A listed outlet branch-circuit-type arc-fault circuit interrupter installed at the first outlet on the 
branch circuit in combination with a listed branch-circuit overcurrent protective device where 
all of the following conditions are met:  

a.    The branch-circuit wiring shall be continuous from the branch-circuit overcurrent device 
to the outlet branch-circuit arc-fault circuit interrupter.  

b.    The maximum length of the branch-circuit wiring from the branch-circuit overcurrent 
device to the first outlet shall not exceed 15.2 m (50 ft) for a 14 AWG conductor or 
21.3 m (70 ft) for a 12 AWG conductor.  

c.    The first outlet box in the branch circuit shall be marked to indicate that it is the first 
outlet of the circuit.  

(5)    If RMC, IMC, EMT, Type MC, or steel-armored Type AC cables meeting the requirements of 
250.118, metal wireways, metal auxiliary gutters, and metal outlet and junction boxes are 
installed for the portion of the branch circuit between the branch-circuit overcurrent device 
and the first outlet, it shall be permitted to install a listed outlet branch-circuit-type AFCI at 
the first outlet to provide protection for the remaining portion of the branch circuit.  

(6)    Where a listed conduit or tubing or Type MC cable is encased in not less than 50 mm (2 in.) 
of concrete for the portion of the branch circuit between the branch-circuit overcurrent 
device and the first outlet, it shall be permitted to install a listed outlet branch-circuit-type 
AFCI at the first outlet to provide protection for the remaining portion of the branch circuit.  



Exception: Where an individual branch circuit to a fire alarm system installed in accordance 
with 760.41(B) or 760.121(B) is installed in RMC, IMC, EMT, or metal wireways or auxiliary 
gutters or steel-sheathed cable, Type AC or Type MC, meeting the requirements of 
250.118, with metal outlet and junction boxes, AFCI protection shall be permitted to be 
omitted. 

Informational Note No. 1: For information on combination-type and branch/feeder-type arc-fault circuit interrupters, 
see UL 1699-20112013, Standard for Arc-Fault Circuit Interrupters. For information on outlet branch-circuit type 
arc-fault circuit interrupters, see UL Subject 1699A, Outline of Investigation for Outlet Branch Circuit Arc-Fault 
Circuit-Interrupters. For information on system combination AFCIs, see UL Subject 1699C, Outline of Investigation 
for System Combination Arc-Fault Circuit Interrupters. 

Informational Note No. 2: See 29.6.3(5) of NFPA 72-20132016, National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code, for 
information related to secondary power-supply requirements for smoke alarms installed in dwelling units. 

Informational Note No. 3: See 760.41(B) and 760.121(B) for power-supply requirements for fire alarm systems. 

Submitter Information Verification  

Submitter Full Name:  CMP 2 

Organization:  [ Not Specified ] 

Street Address:   

City:   

State:   

Zip:   

Submittal Date:  Tue Nov 10 19:22:34 EST 2015 
 

 

Committee Statement 

Committee 
Statement: 

 The standards have been updated to the current edition. UL 1699C has been 
deleted since the document has been withdrawn.  

Response 
Message: 

 

Public Comment No. 93-NFPA 70-2015 [Section No. 210.12(A)] 

Ballot Results 

 This item has failed ballot 
X 

15  Eligible Voters  

0  Not Returned  

7  Negative with Comments  

3  Affirmative All  

3  Affirmative with Comments 

2  Abstention  

X 

Negative with Comment 

Buuck, Daniel 

 My negative vote is based on the intent to return to the 2014 edition language for the charging 
paragraph only. I voted in favor of the removal of the system combination requirement at the 
Second Draft Meeting and continue to support that change. I also have no problems with the 



other changes to the section. Reasons for my position against the expansion of AFCI 
requirements remain the same. No data was provided for expanding the requirements of AFCI 
devices throughout dwelling units based on loss of life or reducing the number of fires. No 
proof was given to the panel that an AFCI device has prevented a fire in the past 15 years, 
either. Reports show that since AFCIs were introduced, they have not made a positive impact 
on the number of fires. Builders continue to have substantial problems with AFCI devices 
which add unforeseen costs to the home buyers. Expensive callbacks for repairs such as 
rewiring outlets for certain equipment, such as high-end vacuum cleaners or treadmills, are a 
major inhibitor to the acceptance of these devices. 

Domitrovich, Thomas A. 

 While NEMA finds the revisions in 210.12(A), (A)(5), (A)(6), the exception, and the 
informational note acceptable, the change to (4) is not; therefore this SR should be rejected. 
NEMA’s Public Comment 822 which requested retention of the “Listing” requirement, should 
have been accepted. CMP-2’s panel statement for the resolution of this comment states: “The 
Panel is aware that this is a reduction in parallel arc protection in the home run…” There is no 
need for this reduction in safety! There is no technical reason to reduce the level of safety 
afforded by the listed solutions in the other five installation options by deleting the requirement 
for a listed system combination AFCI in option 4. There is a need to verify that the circuit 
breaker and OBC AFCI can together provide arc fault protection for the entire branch circuit. 
NEMA supports the existing 2014 NEC text in 210.12(A)(4). Standard thermal-magnetic circuit 
breakers are not designed, tested or listed to detect and interrupt low level arcing faults. There 
is no NEMA circuit breaker manufacturer that supports these claims being made about their 
products. By not accepting this comment, the permitted AFCI protection method in 
210.12(A)(4) will require the use of a standard thermal-magnetic circuit breaker to provide 
protection for which it is not designed, tested or Listed to provide. 

Duren, Ronald E. 

 The listing requirement for a combination-type AFCI device has been eliminated with the 
removal of 210.12(A)(4)d. This action does not improve the safety of the installation. 

Manche, Alan 

 I am voting negative on SR-319. The 210.12(A)(4) language in SR-319 will permit a system 
combination which consists of a standard circuit breaker and an OBC AFCI device to provide 
Arc Fault protection. The system combination, without a listing requirement that is being 
deleted from the 2014 NEC in 210.12(A)(4)(d), may not provide protection as acknowledged by 
the UL voting comment on FR-329 and the panel statement on PCs-439, 822 and 855. 
Standard thermal-magnetic circuit breakers are not designed, Listed or intended to protect 
against low level arcing faults as required for AFCI protection in accordance with the UL 1699 
performance requirements. When the arc fault protection method in 210.12(A)(4) of SR-319 is 
selected as the protection means, it requires a standard thermal magnetic circuit breaker to 
perform a safety function for which it is not designed, tested or Listed. Circuit breakers that do 
not include an arc-fault protection function have not been tested or evaluated to provide 
protection against arcing faults. As a manufacturer of circuit breakers, an NEC requirement to 
use our product for which it is not intended nor listed is unacceptable and is a misapplication of 
our product. 

Mitchem, James E. 

 The IEEE supports the revisions in 210.12(A), (A)(5), (A)(6), the exception and the 
Informational Note, but the deletion of the text in 210.12(A)(4)(d) in the 2014 edition is not 
acceptable. Public Comments 439, 822 and 855 calling for the reinstatement of the listed 
system combination AFCI requirement should have been accepted. The Panel statement for 
the resolution of these comments states: “The Panel is aware that this is a reduction in parallel 
arc protection in the home run…” There is no need for this reduction in safety! There is no 
technical reason to reduce the level of safety afforded by the listed solutions in the other five 
installation options by deleting the requirement for a listed system combination AFCI in option 
4. There is a need to verify that the circuit breaker and OBC AFCI can together provide arc 



fault protection for the entire branch circuit. Standard thermal-magnetic circuit breakers are not 
designed, tested or listed to detect and interrupt low level arcing faults. 

Thorwegen, Jr., Stephen J. 

 A standard thermal magnetic circuit breaker cannot provide arc-fault protection as in NEC 
210.12. By removal of the language, the homerun circuit conductors remain unprotected in the 
event of an arc-fault. 

Wood, Thomas H. 

 I am voting to not accept this revision because section 210-12(4)d has been deleted that 
required a branch circuit overcurrent devise to be listed to work with an AFCI devise. The 
panel statement in PC855 was "The panel is aware that this is a reduction in parallel arc 
protection in the "home run" and considers the trade off in protection, for the sake of making 
alternative protection devises available in the market place" 

X 

Affirmative All 

Boynton, Charles L. 

Harman, Thomas L. 

Hilbert, Mark R. 

X 

Affirmative with Comment 

Campolo, Steve 

 It is important to accept SR 319, which has been shown will result in increased safety and 
more acceptable alternatives to meet the code rule. Additionally (to my original comments 
below, which should remain with these new ones); I must point out the inaccuracies in the 
statements made by UL. Specifically, the statement “it allows any two components, with broad 
ranges of performance…..”, which implies OBC AFCIs have broad ranges of performance, is 
wrong. OBC AFCIs are held to the same performance level as AFCI breakers because they 
are evaluated to the same applicable requirements of the same standard. Let’s not discount 
the fact that OBC AFCIs’ provide upstream series arc protection that extends to the circuit 
breaker line stab connections, which is above and beyond what is required of AFCI breakers. 
The whole idea of pairing OBC AFCI with mag trip breakers (and criticizing the pairing) IS NO 
LONGER A VIABLE ARGUMENT BECAUSE THE NMB STUDY DISCOUNTS THE MAG 
TRIP ISSUE ALL TOGETHER, AND SPEAKS TO THE LACK OF IGNITION EVEN AFTER A 
SHORT-LIVED ARC. CMP-2 understood this simple fact that removed the mag-trip response 
from the argument. Simply, the arcs will not ignite nearby combustibles because there are 
short-lived. Continuing to rely on the mag/trip argument is an error as UL’s own report shows 
AND CMP-2 correctly stated in FR329 panel statement. However, if there is a concern with 
magnetic/instantaneous trip performance, and it has been discussed when considering UL 
listed/certified products that are evaluated with either fuses or thermal-magnetic circuit 
breakers during the short circuit testing. This testing relies mainly on the thermal-magnetic 
breakers’ magnetic trip property to terminate the test. After all if magnetic trip response is 
going to be criticized, it should be done uniformly and investigated broadly. Original affirmative 
comment: CMP-2 unanimously voted in favor of SR319 which resulted from Public Comment 
93, and correctly so, The Panel should maintain that position. CMP-2 has twice voted in favor 
of the changes made to 210.12(A)(4). Initially by producing a First Draft that eliminated the 
Listed System Combination requirement as there is no standard to List to, and secondly by 
voting to reject Public Comments to reinstate what was correctly removed in the First Revision. 
Additionally, the Panel correctly realized that the action of removing the Listed System 
Combination (and allowing a Listed OBC AFCI to meet the Code rule) will result in increased 
safety by allowing acceptable alternative AFCI products to be installed instead of just one type. 
The submitter of the Public Comment 93 that resulted in this Second Revision solely sought to 
correct edition dates for standards and to remove a reference to a withdrawn standard, as well 
as editorial correction. This is correct and appropriate and CMP-2 voted unanimously in 
support at the meeting. However, some panel members may choose to vote against this 
Second Revision now, as a vehicle to undo what the panel twice agreed to; namely, the 



removal of the Listed System Combination. This issue of the removal of the Listed System 
Combination and the Public Comments that sought to re-instate it ARE NOT up for yet a third 
vote. Only those editorial changes referenced in Public Comment 93 that resulted in SR319 
are to be considered and the Panel should fulfill its duty in making sure that standard edition 
dates are up-to-date and references to non-existent standards are removed. Voting Affirmative 
on SR319 accomplishes this. The removal of the Listed System Combination requirement of 
210.12(A)(4) is NOT RELATED whatsoever to any editorial change suggested by SR319 and 
should not be associated with it. Allowing SR319 to become a vehicle to reopen what the 
Panel has twice made its intentions clear on would be a mistake and a violation of “The Rules 
Governing The Development of NFPA Standards”. 

Coluccio, Frank 

 I agree with the panel 

King, Donald M. 

 Panel 2 should give further consideration to accepting SR319. 210.12 as written in the 2014 
NEC is not clear and imposes impractical criteria on the use of OBC devices that in many 
cases unnecessarily precludes their use. The purpose of the code is “practical safefguarding” 
and providing an “installation essentially free from hazard” as described in Article 90. This 
premise has been the foundation for many advances in technology that provide the end user 
with practical and reliable protection from the hazards that arise from the use of electricity. One 
example is the many panel deliberations that occurred regarding the reliability of circuit 
breakers with respect to fuses. The reliability of fuses in many fault conditions exceeds that of 
circuit breakers, but circuit breakers have been accepted as a practical alternative that 
provides an acceptable tolerance of reliability in protecting feeders and branch circuits. The 
same could be said for the use of OBC Arc Fault Circuit interrupters as a reliable means of 
meeting the requirements of 210.12. The limited run of branch circuit that is upstream from the 
device is effectively protected by a standard overcurrent device. Also, OBC Arc Fault Circuit 
Interrupters have the added benefit of protecting against series arcing faults on the line side of 
the branch circuit overcurrent device. Neither device provides 100% reliability. Standard 
overcurrent devices have an 80% reliability rating for the criterion of their use in FR329. AFCI 
overcurrent devices only have an 89% reliability rating for current protection. If it is the panel’s 
intent to fully protect all branch circuits from arcing faults, then the focus should not be on arc 
protection devices but rather on the wiring methods used that greatly increase the risk of 
arcing events. Listed wiring methods are available that provide superior physical protection of 
the branch circuit conductors as compared to those permitted with the use of arc fault circuit 
interrupters. It further should be noted that this 9% delta in reliability is debated and applies to 
only a small portion of the branch circuit as already limited in length by 210.12 (A)4 (b) and 
only for parallel arcing faults and that factors such as available fault current at the service 
contribute to more reliable operation of the standard overcurrent device in an arcing condition. 

X 

Abstention 

McGovern, William J. 

 There is no harm in the NEC’s permitting something that does not yet exist. There have been 
many examples of similar permissive rules in the past. As of this writing, there is no published 
or proposed standard for combination AFCI/circuit breaker protection. Thus, there is little 
reason to vote for or against including these combinations in the Code. As a testing agency we 
chose to remain neutral on the subject. 

Reyes, Frederick P. 

 UL continues to abstain on the issue of 210.12(A)(4) and need for a system combination 
AFCI. See our comments on FR-329 during the first draft stage. After seeing the second 
revision ballot comments, we again find the panel very divided on this issue of removing 
210.12(A)(4)(d). Most who do not agree with the removing of 210.12(A)(4)(d) correctly note 
that this will result in a reduction of parallel arc protection in the home run, and therefore have 
voted negative on SR-319 for that reason. However, others who continue to support the 
removing of 210.12(A)(4)(d) appear willing to accept some level of arc protection less than that 



provided by a combination AFCI as a trade-off for the wider availability of alternate arc fault 
protection means. Both sides make valid points, however until such time as the panel can 
reach consensus on the definition of the acceptable level of protection and understand the risk 
associated with that, we will continue to abstain. 











Committee Comment No. 1212-NFPA 70-2015 [ Section No. 250.64(A) ]

This was a Second Revision that failed ballot.

(A)  Aluminum or Copper-Clad Aluminum Conductors.

Bare Grounding electrode conductors of bare, covered, or insulated aluminum or copper-clad aluminum
grounding electrode shall comply with the following:

(1) Bare or covered conductors shall not be used where installed where subject to corrosive conditions or be
installed in direct contact with masonry or the earth. Where installed outside of a building or enclosure,
aluminum or

(2) Terminations made within listed enclosures identified for outdoor use shall be permitted within 450 mm
(18 in.) of the earth.

(3) Aluminum or copper-clad aluminum grounding electrode conductors external to buildings or enclosures
shall not be terminated within 450 mm (18 in.) of the earth, unless the termination method is insulated. The
termination shall be listed as a sealed wire-connector system . Terminations made within listed enclosures
suitable for outdoor use shall be permitted within 450 mm (18 in.) of the earth. and listed as grounding and
bonding equipment.
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Committee Statement

Committee
Statement:

 This subdivision was revised into a list format to improve usability. The word "covered" was added to be
consistent with other sections of the NEC. The phrase "or where subject to corrosive conditions" was
added to list item 1 to correct a transcription error. List item 3 was revised to replace "suitable" with
"identified" as it is a defined term. The phrase "listed as grounding and bonding equipment" was added
to ensure the connectors are evaluated for fault current and to allow a product to be made available.

Response
Message:

Public Comment No. 789-NFPA 70-2015 [Section No. 250.64(A)]

Ballot Results

 This item has failed ballot
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17  Eligible Voters

0  Not Returned

14  Negative with Comments

2  Affirmative All

1  Affirmative with Comments

0  Abstention

Negative with Comment

Abernathy, Paul W.

 “Covered” should not be included in 250.64(A)(1), since the encasing material protects the conductor when in contact
with the earth or masonry. This requirement was added without adequate substantiation, and is in direct conflict with
decades of field experience. For example, utility style underground conductors are considered “covered” by the NEC,
and yet we know they can operate for decades without issue when direct buried. Additionally, in item 3, does “unless
insulated” mean that the conductor has to be insulated, or the connection?

Beckstrand, Gary A.

 “Covered” should not be included in 250.64(A)(1), since the encasing material protects the conductor when in contact
with the earth or masonry. This requirement was added without adequate substantiation, and is in direct conflict with
decades of field experience. For example, utility style underground conductors are considered “covered” by the NEC,
and yet we know they can operate for decades without issue when direct buried.

Bowmer, Trevor N.

 After further review of SR-1212 text and ballot comments, this SR-1212 for 250.64 (A) should be rejected. First, the
“covered” conductors should not be included in 250.64(A)(1), since the encasing material protects the underlying
conductor from contact with the earth or masonry. This requirement was added without adequate substantiation, and
is in conflict with decades of field experience in direct buried applications of utility type underground conductors (i.e.,
conductors that are considered “covered” by the NEC). Secondly, in item 3 of this SR-1212 the phrase “unless
insulated” is unclear as to if the conductor has to be insulated, or the connection? Therefore SR-1212 should be
rejected and the first revision language shown in FR-1222 for 250.64(A) be accepted.

Brett, Jr., Martin J.

 "Adding covered conductors to the restriction for aluminum conductors in this second revision was done without
adequate technical substantiation or review. Covered conductors could be protected from corrosion, the purpose of
the restriction, as well as insulated conductors. The substantiation for the public comment that was the basis for this
Second Revision is valid. Therefore, the final language should revert back to the 2014 version and new public inputs
on the subject considered for the 2020 edition."

Dobrowsky, Paul

 There was no substantiation to prohibit covered conductors from being installed within 18 inches of or directly buried
in the earth.

Harding, Joseph

 Adding covered conductors to the restrictions for aluminum conductors in this second revision was done without
adequate technical substantiation and without proper public review. The language should revert back to the 2014 text.

Harding, G. Scott

 Adequate technical substantiation was not provided to restrict the use of aluminum conductors in this revision.
Further, there is valid substantiation in Public Comment 789.Therefore, the best solution is to have the final language
revert back to the 2014 version of the NEC.

Mello, Charles F.

 The inclusion of "covered" in the new list item (1) adds restrictions in use of covered conductors without technical
substation. To not lose the work completed by the panel, the text should revert back to the corrected First Revision
text as balloted by the panel as follows: (A) Aluminum or Copper-Clad Aluminum Conductors. Bare aluminum or
copper-clad aluminum grounding electrode conductors shall not be used where in direct contact with masonry or the
earth or where subject to corrosive conditions. Where installed outside of a building or enclosure, aluminum or
copper-clad aluminum grounding electrode conductors shall not be terminated within 450 mm (18 in.) of the earth
unless the termination method is listed as a sealed wire connector system. Terminations made within listed
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enclosures suitable for outdoor use shall be permitted within 450 mm (18 in.) of the earth.

O'Meara, Mike

 Adding covered conductors to the restrictions for aluminum conductors in this second revision was done without
adequate technical substantiation and without proper public review. The committee did not intend to additionally
restrict covered conductors. The language should revert back to the 2014 text.

Palmieri, Charles J.

 I am voting negative on this SR the addition of the term covered is new material and was not adequately addressed
at panel discussion. I believe the intent of the committee action at the First Revision was to allow termination of
aluminum or copper-clad aluminum grounding electrode conductor within 18” of earth where the termination method
is listed as a sealed wire-connector system. I am in favor of the editing at the Second Revision which attempted to
develop a list format of this section. This process increases the usability of this section. Unfortunately I do not believe
the panel gave proper consideration to the exclusion of a covered conductor in in contact with masonry or where
installed in the earth

Philips, Nathan

 SR 1212 adds restrictions to the use of covered conductors without adequate technical substantiation or review.
Field experience has demonstrated that covered conductors are protected from corrosion as are insulated
conductors. Clarifying the requirements for protection from corrosion was the purpose of this revision and the First
Revision it was based on. Because the substantiation in Public Comment 789 that was the basis for this Second
Revision is valid, reverting to the First Revision would introduce an error in the Code. The final language should revert
back to the 2014 edition.

Porter, Christine T.

 The previous edition allowed insulated or covered aluminum or copper-clad aluminum conductors to be used where
in contact with masonry or earth by default as it only prohibited the use of bare aluminum or copper-clad aluminum
conductors where subject to corrosive conditions or in direct contact with masonry or earth. Putting the requirements
into a list format has changed the requirements. The previous edition limited terminations of aluminum within 18" of
the earth. This revision should have clarified that aluminum conductors may be terminated within 18" of earth only
when that termination is inside a listed enclosure or when terminated with a listed - sealed fitting in accordance with
the installation instructions.

Sasso, Nick

 Agree with the other panel members who voted negative. Also, the "termination shall be listed as a sealed
wire-connector system" is ambiguous and not clear in meaning. Is this "termination" something that is built into the
enclosure? How can a "termination" be listed..? Poorly worded.

Steinman, Gregory J.

 “Covered” should not be included in 250.64(A)(1), since the encasing material protects the conductor when in contact
with the earth or masonry. This requirement was added without adequate substantiation, and is in direct conflict with
decades of field experience. For example, utility style underground conductors are considered “covered” by the NEC,
and yet we know they can operate for decades without issue when direct buried. In item 3, does “unless insulated”
mean that the conductor has to be insulated, or the connection? This should be rejected and returned to the first
revision language.

Affirmative All

Helfrich, William J.

Mohla, Daleep C.

Affirmative with Comment

Simmons, Phil

 The action by CMP-5 to include "covered" conductors does not introduce a new concept nor is it improper. The
definition of "Covered Conductors" has been in Article 100 for decades. it reads, "A conductor encased within material
of composition or thickness that is not recognized by this Code as electrical insulation." Covering can consist of most
anything including paper and provides no assurance that it provides any protection for a conductor that is in contact
with the earth or masonry. So, covered conductors should be treated as bare. Bare conductors have been included in
this section for many years. As covered and discussed at length by the Panel, Sealed Wire Connector Systems are
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covered in UL ZMWQ. These systems are intended for only insulated conductors. The UL Guide information includes
the following, "Sealed wire-connector systems are intended for use with Types USE, RHW, XHHW, RW90 EP, RW90
XLPE or TWU, 30 AWG through 2000 kcmil copper or aluminum conductors with currents not exceeding the ampacity
of insulated conductors rated either 75 or 90°C and intended for use at 600 V or less." If this ballot continues to fail,
the language accepted at the First Revision meeting is not acceptable as it allows bare conductors in Sealed Wire
Connection Systems. No documentation was provided for the reference in the voting statements to covered
conductors being operated satisfactorily by electric utilities. Really?! Electric utilities are not about to directly bury
power conductors that do not have a proven and reliable insulation system.
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